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MALDI mass spectrometric imaging is now a widely-used
technique for determining the spatial distribution of compounds
within biological tissues. However, any flat surface can be
spatially interrogated for the presence of a compound using this
technique.
For example, documents printed with colored ink are well suited
to reproducible MALDI MS imaging because the dyes ionize
without the application of the matrix. An application area where
this technology can be immediately applied is money
counterfeiting - a growing and global crisis. Using MALDI MS
imaging, bank note dyes are converted into a data-rich image via
their mass/charge ratio (m/z) fingerprint. Acquiring this empirical
data enables the chemical dissection of dye features and be
determinative of whether a bank note is valid or counterfeit.
In this technical note, MS imaging of an Italian 1000 Lire bank
note using the AB SCIEX TOF/TOF™ 5800 system and
TissueView™ Software is highlighted. Key parameters for
MALDI MS imaging experiments are discussed including spatial
resolution, data size, acquisition time and compound selectivity.

Key Features of the AB SCIEX TOF/TOF™
Systems for MS Imaging
• High sensitivity and resolution in both MS and MS/MS modes
with broad mass range.
• High laser repetition rate (up to 1 kHz) to minimize data
acquisition time.
• Superior robustness and reduced regular maintenance
obtained with self-cleaning source and laser-mirror heating.
• Powerful and easy-to-use TissueView™ Software allows for
imaging data visualization and processing.
• MS/MS imaging for higher specificity and compound
identification.

Figure 1. Back of the Italian 1000 Lire Bank Note to be
Interrogated by MALDI MS Imaging. The black box in the upper right
corner represents the region of analysis for Figure 2 and 3.
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Methods
Sample Preparation: Sections of a Italian 1000 Lire bank note
were cut out and mounted onto stainless-steel 3”x5” MALDI
plates using commercially available paper glue. Without any
further treatments, the bank note pieces were introduced into the
vacuum chamber of the instrument. No matrix is required for the
imaging of paper.
Data Acquisition: MALDI MS imaging was performed on the AB
SCIEX TOF/TOF™ 5800 System at different pixel resolutions.
TOF MS scans were performed using an MS reflector positive
mode scan covering a mass range of m/z 250-850, firing 80
shots per pixel at a laser repetition rate of 400 Hz. MALDI TOF
MS/MS imaging experiments were done using a MS/MS 1kV
positive method firing 100 shots per pixel at a laser repetition
rate of 1000 Hz.
Data Processing: All imaging data was processed using
TissueView™ Software (AB SCIEX).

Figure 2. Decreasing Spot Increments Provides Higher Spatial
Resolution. The colored lines were imaged (m/z at 575) with a raster
size of 50 x 50 µm (upper image) and 25 x 25 µm (lower image) in x and
y direction.

High Spatial Resolution
The repeated graphical motifs of colored lines around the
number “1000” of the back of the 1000 Lire note (see black
rectangle, Figure 1) offer the opportunity to analyze identical
objects by different parameters (the spatial resolution).
The image acquired at 25 µm raster size exhibits a significantly
improved image quality over the 50 µm raster, easily visualized
in the narrow black areas between two lines (Figure 2, upper and
lower panel, respectively). Note that the lines illustrated here
have a width slightly greater than 100 µm as determined from
optical microscopy.
As Figure 3 demonstrates, the interpolation of pixels using the
functionality found within TissueView™ Software greatly
enhances image quality largely through reducing artifacts caused
by uneven acquisition conditions (in this case, the bank note).

Figure 3. Interpolation of pixels Improves Image Quality PostAcquisition. A feature in TissueView™ Software enables interpolation of
the intensity of adjacent pixels, creating a smoothed graphical image.

Another software capability of TissueView™ Software, as shown
in Figure 4, is to superimpose two different mass signals (m/z
581 for the blue and red color and m/z 379 for the yellow color)
in order to produce a composite image.
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Figure 4. Composite Images from Multiple Dyes Elucidates Stark Contrasts. A feature in TissueView™ Software enables two different mass
signals (m/z 581 for the blue and red color and m/z 379 for the yellow color) to be superimposed to produce a composite image. Comparison of the
optical image (left) and two different ion intensity distributions of mass signals (middle, m/z 581 for the blue and red color and m/z 379 for yellow) are
shown overlaid in the composite image (right).

Data Size and Acquisition Speed
Although decreasing the rastering step size can increase image
quality, it does impose practical limitations on MS analysis.
Besides the obviously reduced sensitivity – a smaller area of
irradiation will produce fewer ions per laser shot – the main
limitations lie in the size of the data file produced, and the
required acquisition time.
To probe this further, the data file size and acquisition time
required to produce an image of a 1 cm2 area on the bank note
were compared as a function of raster size and laser speed
(Figure 5). Reducing the raster size by a factor of two increases
image file size and acquisition time by ~4-fold. A high quality
image acquired at a raster size of 25 µm will produce 2.3 GB of
data. Decreasing the step size further to 10 µm using the same
m/z range and mass spectrometric resolution will produce a very
large 14.8 GB data file per image and a prohibitively long
acquisition time. Therefore, while smaller raster step sizes are
technically possible, using a raster step size of 25 µm provides a
much more practical solution.
Laser repetition rates can be increased by 5 fold, from 200 Hz to
1000 Hz, however the impact on the time to collect an image is
only decreased by ~70%. This is because data handling and
stage movement occupy a substantial part of the time required to
produce an image.

Figure 5. Comparing File Size and Acquisition Time for Different
2
Raster Step Sizes. (Top) a 1cm area of the banknote was imaged,
image of MS m/z 577 is shown. Each pixel represents a MS/MS
spectrum of about 7 kB. (Bottom) Using MS/MS to image an area of
1 x 1 cm with a laser frequency of 200 Hz and 1000 Hz, the raster
step size was varied while measuring the speed and data file size.
Note that the values of the last line were obtained by interpolation
out of the first 4 values.
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Figure 6. MALDI MS/MS Imaging Results in High Compound Specificity. The optical Image (left) was compared to the MS image of m/z 575
+
(middle). Specific detection of copper containing dyes at m/z 575 by MS/MS mode was assessed by the specific Cu cation at m/z 63 (right).

Increased Compound Selectivity by MS/MS
Samples interrogated by MALDI MS imaging often contain a high
chemical background. Therefore it is often pertinent to produce
unique fragmentation fingerprints that provide higher analyte
specificity. Besides the high mass accuracy associated with the
time-of-flight mass analyzer, the AB SCIEX TOF/TOF™ Systems
also offer the capability of MS/MS analysis using high energy
CID (Collision-Induced Dissociation). This can be used to
produce unique fragmentation fingerprints for dyes to develop
highly specific spatial maps.
On the banknote (Figure 6, left), multiple dyes are found to have
the same m/z of 575 (Figure 6, middle) as the overall image is
changed very little. However, MS/MS analysis of m/z 575 further
differentiates the dyes. Extraction of a specific fragment, m/z 63
(Cu+ cation), reveals that the blue and gray dyes of the banknote
contain copper (Figure 6, right). As such, highly specific MALDI
MS images can be generated by using differentiating fragment
ions.

Conclusions
• The AB SCIEX TOF/TOF™ 5800 system with the
TissueView™ Software enables high performance Mass
Spectrometric Imaging of both biological and non-biological
systems.
• Using MS and MS/MS techniques, an old Italian 1000 Lire
banknote was imaged with high graphical resolution, speed
and selectivity.
• The TOF/TOF™ 5800 System provides improved spatial
resolution when rastering with 25 μm step size versus 50 μm.
Smaller rastering is technically possible but impractical
because of the increased size of the data files and longer
acquisition times.
• High energy MS/MS analysis significantly increases imaging
selectivity providing unique fragmentation fingerprints of the
analytes while removing background from the image.
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